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Abstract— Mobile ad-hoc network (MANETS) is generally 

appropriate in different territories like military tactical network, 

educational, home and entertainment and emergency operations 

etc. The MANETSs are simply the disintegration and designing 

kind of system in this portable hubs coming up and out the 

system whenever. Because of decentralized creation of the 

network, security, routing and Standard of service are the three 

noteworthy issues. MANETSs are helpless against security attack 

in light of the decentralized validation. The mobile hubs can 

enter or out the system and at some point malicious hubs enter 

the system, which are capable to trigger different dynamic and 

inactive attack. The flooding attack is the dynamic sort of attack 

in which malicious hubs transfers flooding packets on the 

medium. Because of this, medium gets over-burden and packets 

drop may happen inside the system. This decreases the 

throughput and increased packet loss. In this paper we 

illustrated different techniques and proposed various methods 

responsible for flooding attack. Our commitment in this paper is 

that we have investigated various flooding attacks in MANETs, 

their detection techniques with performance measure 

parameters. 

Keywords—MANETSs, Flooding attacks, Routing protocols, 

network parameters. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With bigger entrance of cell phones in the everyday life, 

remote correspondence has progressed toward becoming a 

dynamic territory of research. Mobile ad-hoc systems 

(MANETSs) are remote systems with no framework bolster 

and no focal control over the hubs in the system. Hubs can 

come up and out the Arrange powerfully, and the structure of 

the system can change frequently. Maintaining security in 

such an unstable and dynamic condition is a testing 

undertaking and has turned into a critical region of research. In 

this paper, [1] brought out different difficulties that are looked 

by MANETSs and talked about the requirement for security in 

such conditions. Hubs in a MANETS can be powerless against 

various sorts of attack. A MANETSs are gathering of portable 

produce associated by remote connection without the 

prerequisite of settled basic framework set up like remote Aps 

(Access point) or BSs (Base station) point. Remote connection 

in Mobile ad-hoc network makes them further inclined to 

attack. It is less demanding for programmer to attack this 

system effectively and ingress private data. They can 

straightforwardly attack the System to erase communication, 

include malicious communication, or take on the appearance 

of a hub. These disregard the system objectives of 

accessibility, genuineness, approval, uprightness and privacy. 

In this paper, Authors have discussed different techniques to 

overcome the effect of attack and make the secure data 

transmission of the network the network traffic. These 

techniques provide the efficiency in the work and reduce the 

effect on various parameters like packet loss, channel 

overhead, reduction in throughput, delay etc. in the network. 

 

 

 

 

                

 

 

 

Fig 1.  MANETS 

The setup and keeping up of the routes introduce among the 

hubs is finished with the assistance of the directing convention 

[3]. There is connect breakage and invalidation of end-to-end 

course happening inside the system because of the steady 

change in the topology of system is these sorts of networks. 

 

 



 

 

II. CHALLANGES OF MANETS 

      The network can be produced by the portable hubs at 

different areas according to the necessity. There is no 

centralized controller show inside the system as it 

decentralized sort in nature. Due to no centralized system 

malicious node any time enter in the system and harm the 

network. Attacker node attacks on the path of the network 

where the data come and receive. There are many difficulties 

inside these sorts of network: 

A. Routing 

A self-designing sort of network in which the hubs are 

allowed to move unreservedly according to the prerequisite in 

known as MANETS. At the point when the position of the 

versatile hub is changes, the topology of the system changes as 

indicated by it. It is hard to plan such effective steering 

convention that can encourage such system. The vital test here 

is the multicast directing [3]. 

B. Security and Reliability 

The other significant difficulties inside the versatile Ad-

hoc organize are the security and unwavering quality of the 

system. There are various interior and outside sorts of attack 

conceivable. At any length inside the system, the aggressor 

hub can enter the system and cause an attack. The key 

administration and self-confirmation strategy inside the 

portable Ad-hoc arranges is extremely hard to be outlined. 

C. Quality of service 

There is a need of settled asset reservation inside different 

ongoing applications for giving nature of administration. The 

QoS is extremely hard to be guaranteed and subsequently the 

outlining of such component is likewise exceptionally intense 

D. Resource consumption  

When the hubs from different gadgets assemble the 

portable Ad-hoc organize is created. Another detriment of 

MANETSs is the power utilization. To sense condition 

conditions and conveying the system at more remote places, 

the remote sensor systems are sent. The reviving or 

supplanting of battery inside the sensor hubs exhibit at such 

far spots isn't conceivable. For dealing with the power 

utilization there have been different prerequisites gave [4].  

III. SECURITY ATTACKS IN MANETS 

     In the mobile ad-hoc network they have dynamic behavior 

of the network; nodes can enter and leave with on decision. If 

malicious node attached in the network it effect on network 

performance or damage the system. Attacks are classified in 

two categories active and passive attack. Active attacks mostly 

used by attacker in network to access the data or effect on 

system performance. In this paper authors have shown the 

proposed techniques to reduced and control the effect of 

attack. Attacker use the various kind of attackers to access the 

system data in the network. In the figure1.2 shown the popular 

attacks that are mostly used by an attacker to attack those are: 

A. Eaves dropping 

 An inactive kind of attack in which the pernicious hubs 

sniff inside the movement of system is known as listening in. 

For this situation messages are perused out by utilizing 

incidental recipients. This data will be the mystery data of the 

system, for example, passwords, private keys and so on. As if 

there should be an occurrence of MANETS, the mutual 

medium for correspondence is remote which utilize RF range. 

The information transmitted through the above range can be 

effectively blocked by the collectors which are tuned to 

appropriate recurrence on which information is transmitted 

[8].  

B.  Blackhole Attack 

      The pernicious hubs exhibit inside the system is in charge 

of setting off this kind of dynamic attack. The determination 

of way from source to goal is to be finished by the receptive 

steering conventions. A basic on-request steering convention 

that makes courses as indicated by the need of the source 

center point is known as the AODV convention. A course 

exposure process is begun inside the system when there is a 

need to set up a course to the objective [9]. 

 

Fig 2. Security Attacks in MANETS 

C. Wormhole Attacks 

      An attack that can be caused inside or outside the system 

by the malicious hub is known as a wormhole attack. This 

attack is a standout amongst the most perilous system layer 

attack. The packets are moved from one end of the system and 

whatever is left of the movement is sent to another side.  

There is deferral of different administrations inside the system 

because of the event of this sort of attack. This attack can be 

recognized by packets leases it will put a point of confinement 

on most noteworthy measure of bundle transmission separate 

by either utilizing land or worldly sort. The way which is 

utilized for data passing is typically not using the portion of 

the genuine system which makes harder to distinguish the 

wormhole attack.  

D. Jamming Attack 

      It is a dynamic kind of attack. In this attack, number of 

packets are sent to particular hub by the malicious hub. The 



 

 

hub can't deal with countless packets. Because of which there 

will be hinder in the system. This attack is likewise occurred 

in organize by other way. In this the aggressor will discover 

the recurrence at which goal hub is accepting the flag from 

sender. At that point the assailant will send the flag at that 

specific recurrence which will cause postpone in gathering of 

unique message [10].  

E. Denial-of-Service Attack 

     The required administrations can't be gotten to by the 

honest to goodness hubs in the foreswearing of-benefit attack. 

Vast quantities of burst bundles are sent as for the genuine 

hubs in this situation by demonstrating illicit sources as lawful 

ones. The administrations are disturbed this because of the 

congestion inside the system [9]. The system execution 

estimation parameters, for example, throughput and data 

transfer capacity get drained which corrupt the general 

execution of the system.  

F. Flooding Attacks 

      It is a kind of dynamic attack. The data transmission, 

utilization of hub assets organize assets are depleted by 

aggressor. The system execution is debased by aggressors as 

they disturb the steering operation to cause extreme 

corruption. The certifiable solicitations are weighted by 

invalid demands that empower system to process it because of 

surge attack. The cradle of host memory gets filled by the 

previously mentioned reason [11]. When this support is full, 

associations can never again be made and this outcomes in 

DOS. 

IV. VARIOUS SORTS OF FLOODING ATTACK 

It is the common attack in the network in which they 

send the multiple requests at a time to make the server or 

system to crash. In denial of service (DoS) attacks. They flood 

the traffic in the network to confuse the system or make the 

system busy in the network. Attacks have different variety of 

procedures to change the pattern of attacks. Sometimes 

attacker sends the reliable packet to hide the identity of attack 

and sometimes sends the un-reliable packet, because in the un-

reliable packet they not send the acknowledgement back. A 

Flooding attack is extensively ordered into the accompanying 

sorts: 

 

Fig 3. Flooding Attacks 

A. Hello flooding 

      The attacker hub communicates a hello packet with high 

power (effective transmitter). Along these lines alternate hubs 

in the system expect that this aggressor hub is the parent hub 

and begins sending packets towards this hub trusting it to be 

the best path to the goal. This will prompt increment in delay 

in the system and furthermore persuade alternate hubs that this 

aggressor hub is their neighbor, with the goal that the various 

hubs will react to the HELLO message and waste their vitality. 

The attacker hub plays out a particular replay attack as its 

energy overpowers different handsets 

          

 

Fig 4. Hello Flooding Broadcast Mechanism 

 

     In Fig. 4, the attacker communicates hello packet with high 

power transmission than the base station. In the above 

demonstrated Fig. 4, the true blue hubs consider attacker as 

the parent and neighbor hub and begin sending the parcels.  

This attacker attacks on the base station to handle the multiple 

requests at the time due to network isolate the base station to 

the other node in between sender to receiver.  

              

 

Fig 5: Hello Flooding Packet Transmission 

B. RREQ Flooding  

The attacker chooses IP tends to that are not a piece of the 
system and communicates a few RREQ packets as appeared in 
Fig 5. The attacker deactivates the RREQ rate so this expends 
more data transfer capacity. 



 

 

                                      

 

Fig 6.  RREQ Mechanism 

C. Data Flooding  

 In this attack, malicious hub initially builds way to every 
one of the hubs and after that begins sending pointless 
information packets to deplete the network data transmission. 
It is difficult to distinguish the information bundle. 

 

 

Fig 7. Data Flooding Attack 

D. ICMP Flooding 

 An assailant produces a surge of ICMP ECHO bundle [13] 
to focus on the casualty hub. In this manner the casualty 
squanders its energy and system assets by sending answers to 
all the ICMP asks. This flooding attack attacks on alerts 
messages that notify the system administrator. 

 

  
      

Fig 8.  ICMP Flooding Attack 

E. UDP Flooding  

    In this attack, the assailant sends n number of UDP parcels 
to the casualty keeping in mind the end goal to overpower the 
casualty's system transmission capacity [14]  

 

V. ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN MANETS 

 Routing protocols are produced to characterize the path 
starting with one gadget then onto the next. It support to 
exportation briefest way from sender to beneficiary. There are 
basically three sorts of routing protocols are as following: 

A. Proactive Routing Protocol 

Proactive protocol is the kind of protocol that does not 
generally make new path when a source ask for the path to 
goal rather it will check its directing table and finds the path. 
Proactive Routing convention works speedier than the 
Reactive protocol. It is otherwise called table driven protocol. 
A few cases of proactive protocols are DSDV, OLSR.  

 

 

Fig 9.  Ad-hoc routing protocols 

B. Reactive Routing Protocol 

Reactive Protocol is other kind of Protocol which 
dependably assembles another course when source asked for a 
course to the goal. Reactive Protocol is a languid Protocol; 
Reactive Protocol is likewise notable as on request Protocol. 
Some principle receptive conventions are AODV, DSR and so 
forth.  

C. Hybrid Routing Protocol  

 Hybrid Routing Protocol is the consolidates the usefulness 
of both proactive Routing Protocol and in addition reactive 
Routing Protocol. Hybrid Routing Protocol utilizes the path 
revelation usefulness of receptive directing convention and 
table upkeep usefulness of proactive Routing Protocol. Half 
and hybrid Routing Protocol separates the system into the 
zones and perform directing. It is for the most part reasonable 
for huge system.  

One of the primary case of half and Hybrid Routing Protocol 
is ZRP i.e. Zone Routing Protocol. In this protocol the 
network communicate with one network zone to other network 
zone. 

VI. APPLICATIONS OF MANETS 



 

 

MANETS’s provides many of applications in the network 
that are used nowadays [7]. Those are:- 

• Personal Area Network: When need a shorten 
communication network connection then MANETS 
provide a personal network to communicate between the 
devices like (mobiles, laptops, and other handheld 
devices). 

• Crisis Network: It’s providing the connectivity of the 
network to those areas where network connections are not 
available. 

• Sensor Network: Sensor networks provide the security to 
the large area depends on conditions. It monitors the each 
and every activity that happened in the environmental. 

• Vehicular Network: It’s monitor the real-time traffic and 
adaptive control in the network. 

• Tactical Network: It’s used for the military purpose to 
tracks the enemy or any other air attacks and also 
provides military communication or operations. 

• Commercial Environments: Nowadays it’s used in E-
commerce like electronic payments, Business etc. 

• Educational Applications: To setup the virtual 
classrooms, conference etc. 

• Home and Enterprise Networking: It used in the home, 
offices Wireless local area network to share the 
applications, Wireless home appliances, PDA to print 
anywhere. 

 

Fig 10.  Applications of MANETS 

• Local Level: The Ad hoc systems may self-governing 
interface impermanent and a moment mixed-media 
network by using palmtop PCs or journal PCs for 
spreading and sharing data between members at a 
meeting. Other appropriate nearby level application could 
be in home systems where gadgets may impart for trading 
the data.  

VII. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Flooding Factor Based Truest Management Scheme [7] 

 Authors have recommended that secure data 
communication is a biggest problem in a dynamic mobile ad-
hoc network; other techniques are secure and effective but 
restrict optimizing performance. They have designed a 
framework by F3TM strategy to achieve a more efficient in 
the form of performance parameter like throughput, delay, 

PDR (packet delivery ratio, overhead etc. even like PRIME 
and CORMAN framework are applied to the AODV routing 
protocol. The experimental results of proposed scheme for 
MANETS are superior in terms of efficient data transmission.  

B. Game Theory Method [8] 

 Authors prepared Game theory method to detect the 
attacks through QoS parameters. The result of proposed game 
based scheme is to look at diversion between the malicious 
hub and the interactive media server hub and QoS parameters 
shows the better performance. Results are compared by 
analyzing and evaluating performance of the algorithm to 
monitor the network communication by calculating the Qos 
(Quality of service) parameter with AODV protocol. This 
scheme implemented in three steps: 

1. Framing diversion among aggressor, sight and sound 
server.  
2. Searching the profitability of an aggressor and the 
safeguard.  
3. Defining the conceivable technique of an aggressor.  
   

C. Statistical Approach [9] 

Authors have presented that mobile ad-hoc network 
(MANETS) have various security issues in the network. So, 
this discovery system can be connected on AODV-based Ad-
hoc networks. The reenactment consequences of proposed 
algorithm demonstrates that these attacks can be recognized 
with a less rate of data loss and provide the strong data 
transmission scheme. It has been calculated that the results of 
the network with different performance parameters has been 
compared. This technique is effective and efficient from the 
previous techniques in form of results.   

D. Various Flooding Hubs That Are Flooding In Network for 
Divergent Time Intervals [10] 

 In this paper, authors concluded that in MANETSs , 
number of nodes are present and any node can be malicious 
that can engage or lead to denial of service (DOS) attack. The 
network QOS parameters get affected by these attacks , one of 
them is flooding attack. Various flooding attacks include data 
flood attacks and hello attacks. The authors have considered 
flooding attacks under multi facets conditions and parameters.  

The results show that these attacks drastically affects the 
Quality of service and throughput, it is to be noted that the 
packet delivery ratio is inversely proportional to bandwidth by 
network traffic requirement. 

E. Reputation Mechanism Based on Clustering Behavior [11] 

 Authors have reasoned that MANETSs turn out to be very 
defenseless against various attacks because of self-game plan 
and self-support capacities. Authors have proposed a 
reputation scheme in view of grouping conduct those aides in 
recognizing the flooding malicious nodes in military war zone 
network. Execution of new plan is contrasted with AODV 
protocol in view of different execution measurements. This 
method is compared with other existing strategies with the 
utilization of various parameters in the system. 

F. Opportunistic Routing Technique [12] 



 

 

Authors iintroduced an opportunistic routing technique to 
remove various network attacksk. This routing scheme  
considers relative velocity rather than distance between nodes. 
The plots between different parameters, for example, PDR 
(Packet Delivery Ratio), Delay (m/s), and Overhead (bundles) 
are considered. The outcomes demonstrate that the proposed 
algorithm is better than conventional AODV. 

G. Hub to Hub Verification using Challenge Response 
Protocol Technique [13] 

 In this paper, a hub with hub check procedure utilizing 
challenge-reaction convention and MNT (Malicious Node 
Table). Test reaction convention verifies veritable hub 
flooding from malicious hub and MNT (Malicious Node 
Table) utilized for capacity data about malignant hub saw by 
CRP. AODV directing convention is utilized, for bundle 
sending and security will be kept up by MNT. The point of 
this procedure is to give hub availability and supirior security 
for packet movement in MANETS. It doesn't give superior 
packets transfer proportion, throughput and control overhead 
yet it is compelling system contrast with the current plan and 
gives secure transmission in the system. 

H. RREQ Flooding Attack Prevention (RFAP) Technique [14] 

 In RFAP if the hub breaks the predefine edge esteem, it 
gets discipline. In the event that anybody violates the law first 
time the discipline might be less specifically put , in this 
method it took after by Custody list. In the event that the hub 
confined in Custody List begins demonstrating delicate 
conduct, the hub will be free and the RREQ will be intrigued 
however it will be under perception for quite a while i.e. 
discharged on safeguard. In the case of amid perception time, 
hub's RREQs again surpass the edge esteem, hub will be 
secluded for quite a while, in this strategy it appeared by Life 
ImprisonmentThis procedure, RFAP for relieving the RREQ 
flooding attack in MANETS by using AODV convention. The 
outcome demonstrated that the RFAP strategy can 
undoubtedly discover the assailant hub and shield the system 
from RREQ flooding attack. The RFAP strategy can't stop the 
unlawful information parcels. 

I. Ad-hoc on-demand Multi-path Distance Vector (AOMDV) 
routing protocol Technique [15] 

 The MANETS network has high versatility that makes it 
more defenseless against attack. In this paper [15], authors 
have designed an Ad-hoc on-demand Multi-path Distance 
Vector (AOMDV) routing protocol based MANETS network. 
The network is considered with flooding and rushing attack. 
The Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), Throughput, and Delay are 
the three parameters that are utilized for AOMDV protocol 
investigation. If there should arise an occurrence of rushing 
attack the estimation of gathering bundles are 2950 packets, 
while flooding attack diminish gathering bundles until 769 
packets. The simulation results show that Packet Delivery 
Ratio (PDR)  esteems diminished by 17.596% and throughput 
esteems diminished by 84.23%. The estimation of deferral is 
increments from typical state of 59.15 ms to 269.734 ms at 
flooder hubs attack. 

J. Optimized Adaptive Threshold Algorithm Technique[16] 

 Authors have concluded that DoS (Denial of service) 
attack performed on the network due to limited amount of 
computing power and memory in MANETSs. So, in this paper 
the authors have used the Analyzing, Optimizing technique 
with network. The experimental results proposed packet TCP 
(Transmission control protocol) analysis scheme through SYN 
arrival rate for normal traffic, Authors performed SYN 
flooding attack and additionally ICMP flooding attack 
utilizing Hping3 instrument. Performed scheme compared 
with and without SAR SYN flooding attack. After comparison 
the normal traffic was 0.06 and after SYN flooding attack 
SAR is 0.98 . It evaluated using Exponential Weighted 
moving average.  

K. SYN Flood Attack using LPTR-PSO [17] 

 This paper described the arranging approach to manage, 
recognize and shield from SYN flood attack. The algorithm 
performs in three stages planning calculation in light of three 
particular conditions a host can manage. If the cradle is full, 
by then the initiate novel LPTR calculation is called which 
investigates everyone half open relationship in the line with an 
edge farthest point and releases the affiliations that outperform 
this edge confine. On the off chance that cradle is as yet 
overwhelmed, PSO calculation is called to design the current 
and arrived asks for by streamlining the living course of action 
time of  all half open relationship in the line and the most 
extraordinary integer of affiliations that the line can hold. The 
span of half open relationship in the line is decrease which 
lessens the closeness of strike demands for in the line. This 
novel scheme takes diverse parts of the host below ambush as 
opposed to one. This framework can fill in as both booking 
and guarding structure that could protect most outrageous 
insurance with capable arranging meanwhile. 

M. Black-Hole Attack using NHBADI [19] 

 This algorithm offers a procedure which is familiar as 
NHBADI, which utilizes Honeypot philosophy to distinguish 
and separate Black Hole attack. Not at all like existing 
methods, has the proposed Honeypot procedure improved the 
safety of the MANETS by diminishing the system raised. This 
proposed procedure distinguishes malicious Black Hole hubs 
furthermore disconnects the helpless Black Hole hubs from 
the system. The proposed NHBADI procedure decreases 
organize overhead, standardized directing burden and parcel 
drop proportion. 

N. Sink-Hole Attack using Monitor node Technique and 
Cryptographic Technique [20] 

    Author developed the sinkhole detection and prevention 
technique to overcome this problem. Monitor node technique 
to detect the attack using PSO for searching the optimal 
monitor node in network. To prevent the sinkhole attack 
algorithm used cryptographic technique to measure the 
performance of the network. Author calculates the result 
through PDR, Delay and throughput. In this procedure 
algorithm provide the better route for communication in the 
network. 

O. DoS Attack using Node Based Recognition [21] 

     It concludes that ad-hoc channel is extremely questionable 

and furthermore unguarded from the impedances from 



 

 

exterior. In this research, the emphasis is on the dynamic 

denial of service (DoS) attack in the system layer routing 

protocols OLSR. Invented node based recognition of DoS 

attack are initiate by differing the integer of imaginary hubs 

for the specific integer of system hubs and the frameworks 

throughput, delay, packet conveyance proportion and normal 

postponement are assessed utilizing organize test system and 

the outcomes are balance.  

P. Grey-Hole Attack using G-IDS (Gray hole-Intrusion 

Detection) [22] 

     Mitigating Gray hole Attack System (MGAM) utilizes a 

few extraordinary hubs called as G-IDS hubs which are 

conveyed in MANETSs for identifying and anticipating savvy 

grey-hole attack. G-IDS hubs catch the transmission of its 

neighboring hubs and when it identifies that the hub is release 

the information parcels which are more prominent than edge 

esteem then it communicates the VIGILANT message in the 

system advising concerning the character of the malicious hub 

So as to approve the adequacy of our proposed component, the 

NS-2.35 test system is utilized. The recreation comes about 

demonstrate that the proposed component performs somewhat 

well as contrasted and the current conspire under savvy grey-

hole attack. 

VIII. DISSCUSION 
TABLE 1  COMPARATIVE STUDY OF LITERATURE REVIEW TECHNIQUES 

Sr. 

No. 
Technique  Strategy Followed Advantages Disadvantages 

A. Game Theory Method 
To detect the attacks through 

QoS (Quality of service) 
parameters 

Less control overhead and better 

performance 
Use the lots of expression in the network  

B. Statistical Approach AODV-based Ad-hoc networks 

This technique gives low rate of 

false alerts and provide the 

strong data transmission scheme 

It cannot stop the malicious vulnerability in 

the network. 

C. Multiple flooding nodes  

For evaluating various 

malicious nodes , NS2 simulator 

has been used 

This shows that attacks 

drastically effect QOS and 

throughput 

Delay increase’s in the network because of 

multiple false negatives generates 

D. 

Reputation Mechanism 

Based on Clustering 

Behavior 

Implementation new Scheme  

variations and AODV protocol 

It gives real-time applications 

like military war zone.  
Vulnerable to the attacker 

E. Opportunistic Routing 

It used the relative velocity 

rather than the distance between 

nodes 

Provides Key administration and 

biometric plan in MANETSs 

Latency increases in the network due to use of 

various parameters 

F. 
Node toNode authentication 

using Challenge Response 

Protocol 

Use MNT(Malicious node table) 

to detect the attack 

It give hub gettable and 

desirable safety for parcel move 

in MANETS 

This technique not gives good packet Convey 

proportion, throughput and power overhead. 

G. 
RREQ Flooding Attack 

Prevention (RFAP) 
Used jailer list and Custody list 

This strategy recoup malignant 

hub after Sensible discipline. 
It doesn’t detect the unreliable data parcels. 

H. 
Ad-hoc on-demand Multi-

path Distance Vector 
(AOMDV) routing protocol 

PDR (packet delivery ratio). 

Throughput and delay parameter 
utilized in the network 

Provide the better performance 

of parameter and high mobility. 

Lots of variations mapping are there to 

measure the performance of network. 

I. 

Optimized Adaptive 

Threshold Algorithm 

Technique 

ICMP flooding attack utilizing 

Hping3 

Performance is optimized in the 

network and result provide better 

efficiency 

Venerable to the attack and limited buffer size 

J. 
SYN Flood Attack using 

LPTR-PSO 

Using Round-robin and 

threshold scheme performed to 

detect  the attack 

Provide strong security to the 

attack 

Calculation of the Scheduling algorithms is to 

complex and limited memory   

K. NHBADI Technique 

Using routing protocols utilizes 

Honeypot philosophy to 

distinguish and separate Black 
Hole attack 

Decreases network overhead, 

Standardized directing burden 

and Packet drop proportion. 

It increases the network overhead and slow 
down the performance little bit. 

M. Sink-hole Attack 

Using PSO for searching to 

prevent the sinkhole attack use 
cryptographic technique to 

measure the performance of the 

network. 

This technique detects the 

malicious node and provides 
security to the network using 

different performance 

parameters. 

Network gets overloaded and generate the 

heavy traffic in the network then data packets 

starts dropping there packets 

N. Node Based Recognition 

The emphasis is on the 
dynamic denial of service 
(DoS) attack in the system 
layer routing protocols OLSR. 

It utilizes network test system 

and increases the performance 

using different parameters. 

Attacker attacks on the main server link and 
sends multiple requests at a time. 

O. 
G-IDS (Gray hole-Intrusion 

Detection) G-IDS (Gray 
hole-Intrusion Detection) 

Catch the transmission of its 

neighboring nodes and identify 

the dropping the packet 

information. 

Detect the grey-hole attack and 

utilize the network performance 
in the system. 

It Moderating the data in the network and 

increase burden over the network. 

  



 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 

     As the demand of Mobile ad-hoc network (MANETSs) in 

the formation of wireless network growing day by day. 

MANETSs provide the many of application in field of the real-

time services like tactical, educational, emergency operations, 

home and entertainments. In this work, it has been inferred that 

Mobile Ad-hoc organize is decentralized sort of framework. 

Because of decentralized nature of the system, numerous 

malicious hubs enter which are reliable to provoke diverse 

active and passive attacks. This examination depends on 

identifying malicious hubs from the system which are careful 

to trigger flooding attacks. Security attack such as black hole, 

grey hole, wormhole and flooding attack are investigated. 

Flooding attack in MANETS brings about fatigue of battery 

control, debasement of throughput and depletion of data 

transmission. They have analyzed various strategies to 

distinguish, counteract and execution measuring utilizing 

different parameter on flooding attack utilizing routing protocol 

in MANETS. We concentrate on different ways to deal with 

conquer flooding attack utilizing distinctive plan. These plans 

are compelling for recognizing the flooding attack or vindictive 

hub and furthermore viable to control the execution parameter 

like Channel Overload, Packet Loss, Reduction in Throughput, 

Delay and so on. The paper gives a writing audit of different 

research works in the field of MANETSs flooding attacks. This 

exploration territory can be investigated more by looking in 

existing system and chipping away at various and new 

strategies to identifying and keeping the flooding attack. 
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